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Background

Methods and Analysis

New World

• retraction of /s/ to [ʃ]-like sound in /str/, e.g. string
• sound change in some dialects of English,
e.g. London, Philadelphia, but not others, e.g. RP
• varies by individual speaker within dialect
• phonetic bases lie in lower frequency spectral
energy for /str/ than /s/

• all instances of stressed word-initial:
/s/, sC =/sp st sk/, sCr =/spr skr/, /str/, /ʃ/
420 speakers in 6 corpora from 9 dialects
111,683 tokens
• for comparison across corpora:
high-pass filter: 1kHz; downsampled: 16kHz
• automatic measurement of Centre of
Gravity (CoG) from central 50% of fricative
• Linear mixed effects modelling of CoG in R

235 speakers

e.g. Baker et al (2011); Stevens and Harrington (2016)
www.google.com/maps/

Research Questions
• How does phonetic context affect /s/ in English?
• What is the evidence for /s/-retraction across English
dialects?
• What role does gender play in /s/-retraction in English?
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⁻ Fixed factors: sibilant Duration, Gender,
Corpus, Onset; all two-way interactions
⁻ Word and Speaker random intercepts;
by-Speaker slopes for Onset

ISCAN inspection interface
(under development)

Data file
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Enrichment
(e.g. acoustic and suprasegmental
Information, word frequency, speaker metadata)

Tool for user friendly,
large-scale, ethically
non-invasive automated
acoustic analysis of
speech datasets
McAuliffe et al. (2017)
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Data cleaning

/s/-retraction varies by dialect

• removed tokens with CoG < 2401Hz:
11,437 tokens removed (10%)
n=100,246
• trimmed residuals after modelling
(Baayen 2008: 279): 1760 tokens removed
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US

Canada

Scotland

/s/-retraction varies by individuals within dialects

N = 76,440

Figure 3: Predicted sibilant CoG according to dialect and phonetic context.

Figure 1: Residual diagnostics for the models before (upper) and
after (lower) removal of residuals > 2.5 st. dev.

Phonetic context influences /s/

• significant interaction of Corpus and Onset:
large differences in degree of /s/-retraction across
dialects of English, particularly in US
/str/ always much higher than /ʃ/
/s/ is higher frequency in US than Scottish and
Canadian English
/ʃ/ varies across dialects of English

/s/-retraction is influenced by gender

N = 100,246

N = 76,440

Figure 2: Observed sibilant CoG according to phonetic context.

• significant effect of phonetic context:
/s/ > /sC/ > /sCr/ = /str/ > /ʃ/
(sC =/sp st sk/, sCr =/spr skr/)
cf Baker et al (2011); Stevens and Harrington (2016)
www.spade.glasgow.ac.uk
arts-spade@glasgow.ac.uk

Figure 4: Predicted sibilant CoG according to gender and phonetic context.

• significant interaction of Onset and Gender:
female speakers show greater lowering for /str/
irrespective of English dialect
Map courtesy of the National Library of Scotland

N = 76,440
Figure 5: Predicted sibilant CoG by phonetic context for individuals within each dialect.

•

retracting pattern shared by many Raleigh
and Glasgow speakers
• s str ʃ non-retracting pattern in individual
speakers in West US, mid-Atlantic dialects
• both patterns are also seen in some individuals in all
dialects
s

str

ʃ

Conclusions
• /s/-retraction shows large differences by English dialect
• our view of /s/-retraction depends on which dialects are
considered – evidence for both dichotomy and continuum
• social factors mediate /s/-retraction in English
• individual speakers show more or less homogeneity in
patterning of /s/-retraction within English dialects

Large-scale automated acoustic analysis confirms
and extends perspective of English /s/-retraction

